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What is a Health Savings Account (HSA)?

C

hoosing the right solution for health
care has become one of the more
challenging jobs for business owners.
Navigating through the ever-changing
options with increasing costs, analyzing
the benefits for both employers and
employees while taking into account any
tax savings and staying competitive in
the employment marketplace is a full time
job! So, given the challenges, is offering
a Health Savings Account the correct
solution? Although HSAs have existed
for over 15 years they have steadily
grown in popularity, especially for small
businesses. Let’s look at why they
started and what the advantages and
disadvantages are for employers today.
Since the 1990s, there
has been a fierce debate
about our health care
system (sound familiar?).
In very simple terms, the
debate centers on
offering a larger government-sponsored
health program or putting more control
with the individual. Congress created
Medicare Savings Accounts (MSA) which
were amended in 2003 with the passing
of The Medicare Modernization Act to
include HSAs. At the time, the Bush
Administration Fact Sheet stated: “These
tax-free accounts are designed to help
individuals save for qualified health
expenses that they, their spouse, or their
dependents incur. An individual who is

covered by a high deductible health plan
can make a tax-deductible contribution to
a HSA, and use it to pay for out-of-pocket
medical expenses. This will help more
American families get the health care they
need at a price they can afford.”

lowers the end cost of health care to
employees. Often, combining an HSA
with a high deductible plan, can lower
the overall cost of healthcare for the
employer. The employee’s contribution to
their HSA is pretax, lowering their gross
pay and thereby lowering payroll taxes
due (including FICA). The employer does
HSAs offer employees
have the ability to make contributions
many advantages.
to employees’ HSAs which would count
Like the employer, the
as a federal income tax deduction and
employee can make
not would not subject the employee to
contributions to the
any FICA or FUTA tax. Finally, the plans
account and there
are easy to administer and have minimal
is no minimum contribution required.
reporting requirements. It is up to the
Contributions by employers are not
taxable to the employee and any employee employee to determine when to use the
funds, as the employer is not responsible
contribution is done on a pre-tax basis.
for overseeing the use of the account.
Individuals may contribute additional
funds at any time during the year, up to
the government-imposed limitations. Most
HSAs can even work
importantly the savings account is owned
if you are a sole proprietor
by the individual, not by the employer,
or a single member LLC.
and is portable from job to job with any
The requirement to utilize
remaining cash balances to be rolled over
a HSA requires that you
to the next year with the ability to earn
are also enrolled in a
interest. Employees get to use what they
HSA-qualified high deductible insurance
have put aside for their medical expenses, plan. Once established, a HSA allows you
tax free and save the balance for when
to exclude the contributions from your
they need it, up to retirement. There is no
personal income tax return.
use it or lose it feature.
HSAs are one of the easiest and most
As most employers offer a group insurance effective ways businesses can improve
policy adding the HSA plan to a company’s their health care offerings and costs.
For a more detailed presentation of how
offering has some benefits. First, today’s
an HSA can benefit your business, please
employees have a more expansive view
contact our office to go over your needs.
of health costs and having an HSA
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An accountant’s job
can be so much more
than a tax return or a
financial statement.
Too often I see clients
and businesses just
use their CPA to deliver
a tax form or financial
statement as if that’s
the entire story. But
ending the dialogue
there doesn’t help
harness the data the products create. Comparing
years past, adjusting for seasonal or yearly business
cycles, the statements we produce can be a powerful
vehicle to measure and manage one’s business.
Through the application of accounting, auditing,
and business consulting and tax strategy we strive
to meet your needs. Our team members hold degrees
in accounting, taxation, financial planning and most
have graduate school credentials. As the business
environment changes and technology advances we
are finding ways to better serve you and protect your
vital information. All of our staff members continually
train and update their skill base. From our Director of
First Impressions to our research staff, our team is here
day after day, year-round available for your needs.

Fraud: Small Businesses
are Vulnerable

B

ased on the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
(ACFE) 2018 Report, your business will lose around 5%
of its annual revenue to fraud and, to make matters

worse, the report acknowledges that the figure may be low
since many cases of fraud never get detected or reported.
Small businesses are especially vulnerable to fraud as they
have fewer resources to prevent and recover from fraud and
they tend to have a greater dependence on key employees.
This led to small businesses losing twice as much as larger
organizations with an average loss of $200,000 per event and
over 50% of the businesses affected were unable to recover any
losses. There is no way to shield your company from attempted
fraud, rather the biggest steps to limiting its damage, are to
accept that you are vulnerable and to establish internal controls
to help mitigate it.
The first step in establishing a fraud protection program is to
identify how fraudulent activity is committed. There are three
major ways: asset misappropriation, corruption and financial

Communicating with you is extremely important to
us and we issue this newsletter as an opportunity
to present ideas to you. We also recently held an
information seminar on Social Security and look
forward to more events in the future. If there is a subject
that you would like us to cover, please let me know.

statement fraud. Asset misappropriation is the most common

As we approach the end of 2019, take advantage
of our no obligation consultation (available until
December 31st, 2019) to review your financial
planning situation including your 2019 tax position.

by way of asset appropriation. The major sources of corruption

Please enjoy this newsletter. We wish you the best
this holiday season!

via manipulating net wealth by overstating or understating

type fraud, accounting for nearly 90% of the cases. Check and
payment tampering, billing, and theft of non-cash assets are
the most common actions, accounting for over 50% of cases.
Corruption makes up almost 40% cases, with the cost of the
corrupt activity at twice the cost to businesses of those done
are conflicts of interest and kickbacks. Financial statement fraud
accounts for the smallest percent of cases, at 10%, but with the
highest cost, averaging $800,000. The fraud was committed
financial information regarding income and expense, valuations,
disclosures and other key documents.
Not surprisingly, the longer fraudulent activities take place the more
they cost the company. Often as time goes on, those committing
fraud feel freer to increase the scope of their scheme. Catching
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fraud as quickly as possible is critical in limiting its scope and

management review. Simply put, a lack of management

expense to the company which

enabled fraud to occur.

begs the question: How do we
catch fraud and how do we

The best way to minimize fraud is

minimize its damage?

to establish strong internal controls
and make it a part of the corporate

The most common way fraud

culture. The keys to building effective

was discovered was through

controls starts with the employee

a tip. Gaining the trust of

code of conduct and setting the tone

employees to speak out

from the top down. Segregation and

accounts for half of the tips

delegation of duties combined with

reported. Tips from customers,

monthly reconciliations with required

anonymous tipsters, vendors,

documentation are some of the next

and even competitors were

needed processes. Establishing

responsible for over 45% of

internal controls should not be

tips given, showing that it

thought of as creating a static policy,

is key to create connections

as the controls should be dynamic,

with various stakeholders of

evolving as technology and the

your company. Internal audits,

business change. Internal controls

management reviews, and

need be reviewed on a regular basis

documentation or account

to safeguard their effectiveness.

examination accounted for
33% of the cases caught. With tighter internal controls your Your business assets need to be guarded and leaving them
company will not need to rely on tips to catch fraud but

to the trust of an employee is a well documented path to

rather curtail it from the start. 66% of all fraud took place

business losses. Through business consulting and external

where there was a lack of internal controls; the perpetrator

audits, we are here to help you see that your business is

was able to override the controls and there was a lack of

running fraud free.

Retirement Plan Dollar Limit Increases for 2020
The Internal Revenue Service recently announced the Cost of Living Increase (COLA) affecting the dollar limitations
for pension and other retirement plans for the tax year 2020. Below are some highlights of the changes:
•

401(k), 403(b), most 457 plans, and the federal government’s Thrift Savings Plan increased from $19,000
to $19,500 and the catch-up contribution limit for employees aged 50 is increased from $6,000 to $6,500.
(IRA and Roth IRA limits did not change.)

•

SIMPLE retirement accounts increased from $13,000 to $13,500.

•

415(c) limit applicable to defined contribution retirement plans increased from $56,000 to $57,000.

•

The 401(a)(17) annual compensation limit increased from $280,000 to $285,000 for defined benefit plans.

For more information about changes to retirement in 2020, contact us at 360-754-9475.

Visit nrSmith and Associates online at www.NRSmith.com
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Is it Time to Set Up a SEP IRA?

O

ne of the easiest pension plans
to set up and administer is a
Simplified Employee Pension plan
(SEP). Any business owner, including
sole proprietorships, corporations and
partnerships, can set up a SEP by simply
completing the IRS form and providing a
copy to employees. Along with the ease
of administration is the appeal of high
contribution limits that SEPs allow.

in good years and less during leaner years.
All contributions are tax deductible and
how the company is legally established
will determine the proper way to claim
the deduction. One of the key provisions
of the plan, is the management of the IRA
is placed onto the employees, as they are
responsible for creating their IRA, managing
any personal contributions and directing
their investments.

Employers can contribute up to 25% of
each employees gross salary and up to
20% of their own net adjusted annual self
employment income, up to $56,000 annually.
Further, the plan gives the employer great
flexibility as they can decide each year how
much they want to contribute to the SEP.
This provision empowers owners to make
adjustments based on business conditions
with the ability to make higher contributions

While the strengths of the program are
many, the plan does have some rules that
will make any employer want to consider
if it is the right plan for them. The biggest
requirement is the plan mandates the
contributions to each employee are made
at the same percentage rate as they do
for the owner. SEP plans can also be
adjusted to add the “3-5 rule” which states
that only employees who have worked
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for the company in 3 of the past 5 plan
years are eligible for the plan (any work
performed even if limited would apply).
Eligible employees who leave the company
during the plan year are still entitled to
the contributions, even if they left their job
before the contributions were made.
As you can see, if you are a single-person
firm a SEP plan makes a lot of sense. Easy to
start, high contribution limits, with flexibility
of when and how much to contribute, make
the SEP a great retirement program. If your
business has other employees, you will need
to determine if you want to match their
contribution with the percentage that you
contribute for yourself. If the answer is no,
then the SEP is not the best fit.
To best determine if the SEP is the right
solution for your business, please contact us.

Visit nrSmith and Associates online at www.NRSmith.com

